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Gold Medal, Mom's Choice AwardsThis is the story of Zane, a zebra with autism, who concerns
that his differences make him stick out from his peers. Contains an email to Parents by Drew
Coman, PhD, and Ellen Braaten, PhD, in addition to a Foreword by Alison Singer, President of the
Autism Science Foundation. With careful guidance from his mother, Zane learns that autism is
one of many qualities that make him special.
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This is a disappointing example and I'd Not read that area of the book to my child since it
teaches children THE ABSOLUTE This book tries to supply a significant message about
differences, and is filled with helpful information aswell. My concern can be that among the
examples of how zebra differs has to do with a fire alarm and his sensory processing issues. Do
NOT purchase!! It was just a little bent from shipping since it was shipped in only a big sized
envelope. He was scared until he was FOUND by the firefighters! my autistic son who loves
zebras also enjoyed this book I bought this book to help explain autism to my child with ASD. It
also plants the theory that the child could be left out by teachers and classmates!! I'm what
world would this be acceptable in school? A noisy lunchroom, music course, afternoon
announcements over a loudspeaker, etc... would have helped to illustrate the same idea without
the added drama of being left behind within an crisis. It explains that he was so scared when he
heard the alarm that he hid under his desk and screamed WHILE THE CLASS LEFT HIM! Wish I
possibly could give negative celebrities! It could be applied to all sorts of differences between
kids. Essentially, little zebra got autism and sensory issues. Through the school time the fire
alarm will go off and terrified him...! I feel there would be a lot more effective illustrations to use
that could not instill additional fears in a kid, especially in an currently anxiety-producing event
such as a fire drill. Which is supposed to certainly be a positive publication for children on the
spectrum! USUALLY DO NOT buy! Special little Zebra It is very difficult to find mugs or key
chains with my Grandson's name, Zane, printed on them. My learners loved the reserve and
continue to read it frequently during free reading time. After that, as I looked at night picture and
saw the little zebra offers autism, I truly cried. This is essential increase your book collection if
you are a instructor or work with small kids. What a comforting little tale for our entire family to
learn to help us on this new journey we share jointly. It is an enjoyable little tale everyone will
find helpful and encouraging. I visited Piper Lu and purchased a zebra Autism shirt (100% would
go to Autism recognition) and browse the book to each class. Thank you, Shaina and Danielle. I
do love this book I do love this publication. My boy doesn't quite recognize that he provides
autism however. But we are getting there. We also did a coloring activity (zebra) while having
thoughtful discussions around kindness and building social-emotional skills. Used this book for
an Autism Consciousness Month library storytime for typically-developing children (early
elementary) and it had been a big strike. He might relate even more if it had been a boy like him.
But probably one of the best autism books I've read. Utilized this book for an Autism Awareness
Month library storytime ... The abstract for an audio kid is hard. I want that the reserve used
human beings. This will end up being my go-to "autism" book for neurotypical children and
those on the spectrum. The reserve arrived promptly and in good shape. There are lots of story
books about children with autism but not enough books for children who already have autism.
Helpful book This was a cute way showing my son that ASD is part of his being, not all of him,
and that it's not really a bad thing. Great book. I’m a special education teacher at an elementary
school. Great book!! April is Autism Recognition month. My grandson, Zane, was just identified
as having autism. This is a disappointing example and I would Not read that section of the
publication to my child since it teaches children THE ABSOLUTE WORST MOVE TO MAKE in an
emergency! I came across the explanation of autism in this reserve to be a bit as well abstract,
but, my autistic child who loves zebras also loved this publication. I think it would be a great
book to talk about with students since it encourages them to look at all the different elements
of the person and not simply their "autism stripe". This was one of the first books we attempted
for our autistic child and we had been disgusted. Information Beautiful Great book Amazing
book in regards to a kid with autism. A good book for the whole family to greatly help with



understanding. My 4 year aged greatly enjoyed this book My 4 year aged greatly enjoyed this
publication. I thought it do an excellent job explaining different challenges of ASD kids and in
addition highlighting that ASD is certainly one of many stripes/strengths. wonderful I bring to
school and have her instructor read to the class she actually is autistic and we found this as an
excellent tool for her to educate other children about her self Students love the reserve! Great
tale. When I noticed the reserve "All My Stripes" and saw the cute small drawing on the cover, I
considered about "Zane the Zebra". They LOVED it! This book was great to use to explain to my
kindergarten/first grade learners what autism is certainly and why we shouldn't treat someone
differently because of it. Great book. The excess advice are helpful. They LOVED it!so his
teacher ABANDONS him in his frightened condition, alone in the course!! I’ve had so many kids
determine with Zane. My autistic grandson cherished the multi-colored book and paid attention
to the words as I browse to him.
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